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RACEHEAD

HOW MUCH DO YOU ENJOY RIDING SINGLETRACK? 
ENOUGH TO RACE IT FOR SIX DAYS IN A ROW? 

RACHEL SOKAL TESTS HER LOVE IN THE 
TRANSROCKIES SINGLETRACK 6.

WORDS BY RACHEL SOKAL // PICTURES BY JOHN GIBSON.
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As per stage race protocol, day one set off at a lung-screaming and 
eye-bleeding pace up the ‘neutralised’ fire road climb. We’d ridden 
bits of these trails a couple of days before and so we already knew 
– and feared – what was coming next. The climbs were steep, sharp 
and technical and the roots and rocks greasy and frictionless. I was 
very much regretting my gear choice with chain rings more suited 
to the gentle undulations of home than 1,500m climbs. My legs 
and lungs were decidedly grateful for the bottleneck of riders as we 
squeezed our way into the first section of singletrack. I finally had the 
chance to regain my faculties and settle into a rhythm as we steadily 
climbed up the steep switchbacks in a caterpillar of riders. Welcome 
to TransRockies Singletrack 6.

But first, some history.
The inaugural TransRockies Challenge took place in 2002. Over the 
years it became renowned as one of the hardest organised mountain 
bike challenges. There were huge daily distances, massive climbs and 
unpredictable weather as racers traversed the wild Rocky Mountains 
from Fernie, British Columbia in the west to Canmore, Alberta, 
in the east. In latter years, people’s enthusiasm for this infamous 
challenge began to wane; the average competitor no longer seemed 
to harbour masochistic tendencies, but wanted to race on premium 

trails in the bright sunshine. And so in 2014 the TransRockies 
Challenge gave way to Singletrack 6, a six day stage race around 
the Rocky Mountains and west Canada which would feature new 
routes each year “showcasing some of the best singletrack riding in 
the area”. Out were the ten-hour days over mountain passes and in 
were the hand-picked, backyard trails. Given the stark similarities 
of this new event to the BC Bike Race, Singletrack 6’s extremely 
successful nearest neighbour, one would imagine this would be a 
successful reincarnation. Big name sponsors including Santa Cruz 
and Smith certainly thought so.
        Race organisers work with local MTB clubs and tourist 
boards to design and host each of the six stages. The work that 
these organisations put into the race is incredible. Volunteers are 
responsible for selecting the race route, preparing the trails, marking 
out the course and marshalling the race. And all of this appears to be 
driven by the altruistic nature of the locals; they want you to show 
you the best of their trails and for you to have a great time riding 
them. There are not many sentences that these people utter which 
don’t contain ‘awesome’ and at least one other superlative.

Well deserved - beer and blood rush.

Elegance…

Smiles and bad smells all round.
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What’s a comedy crash, 
a screaming descent and 
an ‘I can’t believe I just 
cleared that?!’

Warming up.
The 2015 Singletrack 6 was the second year of the new event. The 
race took place in the Okanagan Valley, an area which lies halfway 
between Vancouver and Calgary. It’s a region more renowned for 
its vineyards than mountain bike trails and is often overlooked by 
local riders and visitors alike. The weather in the Okanagan Valley is 
typically hot – you can even find cacti here – and this year it’s been 
hotter than usual with temperatures in the high 30s since June. In 
fact, it had been so hot and dry the British Columbia government 
had already spent the year’s forest fire fighting budget by the end of 
June, even though the official season doesn’t start until August. Not 
good for forest fires and not good for my English rose complexion 
and lack of tolerance for anything hotter than 20°C. I started to fear 
that my factor 30 suncream and two water bottles wouldn’t be up 
to the job. But I’ve obviously been a good girl this year and the day 
before the race there was a sudden drop in temperature along with 
torrential rain; with mud and cloudy skies ahead I was feeling a lot 
more at home.

The storm had brought down many trees across the trails. 
Usually this would not pose too much of a problem – everyone in 
BC seems to own a chainsaw. However, the high risk of forest fire 
meant the use of such man-tools was banned. This left local club 
members hauling out several cedars by hand the day before the 
race. I occasionally take out some secateurs on my local ride when I 
get sick of being lacerated by brambles, a somewhat derisory effort 
in comparison. 

And they’re off!
After the frenetic start to stage one in Salmon Arm, we peaked out 
after 1,300m of climbing before being treated to 20km of undulating 
descent. This was fantastic singletrack descending – not all-out ballsy 
downhill, but tricky, technical riding with speed and flow and plenty 
of punchy ups to catch you out.
        Each stage had a timed descent. We had been warned in the 
race briefing the night before not to try to hit any of the jumps 
or bridges in this 4km section as “they aren’t that robust, they’ll 
probably break under you”. But rickety bridges proved to be the 
least of my worries. Approximately halfway into the timed section 
while attempting to sprint up yet another sharp climb, I popped, 
while my partner rode, as he later described, “the best I’ve ridden 
for years”. This made a rather miserable remaining undulating 
10km to the finish line where he greeted me with: “I feel great; you 
look shit.” Hmmm, thanks.

I was racing as part of a mixed-vets pair with Ant Jordan. 
Unlike a number of other stage races, you don’t have to race in 
pairs and, in fact, most people compete solo. However, unless 
you’ve got a personal racing ambition I think this is a great race 
to do as a pair. Riding alongside someone else doesn’t offer the 
usual stage race advantages though. You can’t really make the most 
of each other to grab a tow or slipstream as the technical riding 
doesn’t allow it. Nor – as they are generally shorter and enjoyable – 
do you particularly need a partner to help through the miles, bonks 
and mental and physical toughness of the days. The reason I’d ride 
this as a pair is it’s the kind of riding which is that much better 
with a mate. What’s a comedy crash, a screaming descent and an ‘I 
can’t believe I just cleared that?!’ without someone to share it with? 
I just need to train Ant to know when not to announce his riding 
godliness to me.

After an early morning 90-minute drive, stage two took us 
to Silver Star Bike Park for 40km of singletrack and 1,200m of 
climbing. On the start line I was yet again struck just how small 
the field for the race was. We were lined up with just 270 other 
competitors, including those racing in the shorter three-day format. 
The event attracts some big names though; there we were standing 
amongst the weekend warriors and yet just a few rows behind 
current world cross-country champion Catherine Pendrel and top 
endurance racer Cory Wallace – no wonder the pace was so rapid. 
With such a small number of entrants, the amount of organisation 
that was on display and the 400 maximum field, the economic 
viability of the race must be questionable.Dodging chainsaws and half cut cedars.

Forests chutes and dusty singletrack.

Calves of steel and podgy tyres.
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While the trail crews at Silver Star didn’t drag any cedars off 
the trails for us, they did open the first 6km section of the new 
35km Beowulf trail at the top of the park for the race. This was a 
great fun and flowy trail and one that I’d love to go back and ride 
when it’s complete. Overall, stage two felt much more comfortable 
than the first day, mainly as much of the climbing was less severe 
and all my mental and physical effort was going into riding the trail 
rather than being concerned with hauling myself up a mountain. 
The timed section was much more of a straight-out descent than 
the day before with some skittish trans-piste bits on which I’m not 
entirely convinced my rear wheel was following the front. I was 
suitably relieved to have made it to the bottom rubber-side down.

The evening of stage two was spent at Silver Star where we 
stayed for two nights. We’d opted for the meal package, which 
meant that breakfasts and dinners were provided at each of the 
venues. This certainly made life easier and despite the hordes of 
riders and equally greedy supporters there was always plenty of 
food to go at. Getting lunch on some days did prove to be a bit of a 
faff and we never seemed to get organised enough to buy for a few 
days ahead. At least I was confident I wasn’t going to bump into 
anyone I knew when wandering into a downtown supermarket in 
my stinking filthy kit. 

All the way up. All the way down. 
Stage three just south of Vernon was essentially one 20km, 1,500m 
climb followed by 20km of descent. The climb went surprisingly 
well, despite my aversion for elevation gain of this nature; a 
steep twisty trail with just enough rocks and roots to keep things 
interesting, but not so many to lose rear wheel traction. The descent 
started on a ridiculously steep downhill trail in and out of the trees. 
With our bums buzzing on our back tyres we safely negotiated our 

way down and, from the look of some others, it was somewhat easier 
to be riding than attempting to walk. The timed section was much 
faster and looser than this first descent and involved some of my 
sketchiest riding of the week, including an abrupt bail at a bigger-
than-my-bike-and-my-skills drop. With the timed section negotiated 
we headed into the next descent, at which point the spectators and 
fatigue got the better of my concentration and the sand and rocks 
got the better of my steering and I launched myself unceremoniously 
over the bars. Aside from my ego little damage was done, so I 
clambered back on and ricocheted down the rest of the trail. These 
trails definitely take it out of you, both physically through having 
to constantly work the bike and mentally through concentrating on 
the relentless technical features. A nice problem to have, but it starts 
to become really hard work when it all goes to pot and it was most 
definitely starting to go to pot.

With our bums buzzing on 
our back tyres we safely 
negotiated our way down.

‘I’m
 com

ing for you’
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Land of confusion.
After a night in Kelowna we headed south to Penticton where the 
last two stages of the race were to be held. Certainly it was nice to 
be staying in one place long enough to get some of our reeking kit 
washed. The route of the fifth stage zigzagged across the Campbell 
Mountain trails to the east of the town. The dust and sand the 
previous day had done little to prepare us for the loose, drifty 
conditions under wheel. To add an additional challenge most of these 
were on steep, off-camber banks just a foot away from a cliff drop.
        Being completely unaccustomed to riding in such dry 
conditions, it wasn’t turning out to be my best day on the bike and 
that was before the mid-point of the stage when the course crossed 
back on itself. At this crossing there was a race official informing 
riders of an error in the course marking that had sent other riders 
off route. If we wanted to do the whole course we should go one 
way and if we wanted to take a short cut we could go the other. 
Confused riders headed in both directions as we chose to ride the 
complete course. This eventually took us to a feed station where 
marshals seemed to have little idea where people had come from 
and where they should be going. 

Day four started with yet another 5am start and 90-minute 
drive south to Kelowna. Due to the high temperatures, each stage 
started early in the morning so the majority of riders would be 
back before the hottest part of the day. Factoring in breakfast and 
travelling from town to town meant early starts for the whole week. 
Given the time difference from the UK to Canada this wasn’t too 
much of a problem; jet lag had us in bed by 9pm from the day we 
arrived and we maintained these early bed times and early starts for 
the duration of the race.

The move to Kelowna brought a change in riding conditions. 
Out was the loamy and grippy terrain and in were the rocks 
and the dust and associated hike in temperature to the high 
30s. Big sections of this area had been razed by forest fires a few 
years back, leaving little shade for us and little root structure 
to hold the ground together. Today’s descents were rocky, steep 
and loose and victims were scattered on the trails: punctures, 
pringled wheels, bleeding heads and gashed knees were all around.                      
And yet the biggest challenge was still to come. The final 7km had 
been described in the race briefing as “somewhat punchy”. What 
unfolded was some of the hottest, hardest riding I’ve ever done. It 
was very steep, very loose, very tough and seemed to go on for ever. 
We finished the stage in just over four hours, some of the racers 
were out for nearly seven – I was very glad I wasn’t one of them.

A tactical dismount.

Sweat or a tear? Probably a bit of both. Mmm
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Eventually we worked our way around the complete stage, 
although not entirely in the correct order and with some extra bits 
thrown in for the hell of it. Understandably the organisers took 
the decision to neutralise the stage. While no rider argued with the 
decision, many felt that some better stage planning, marshalling 
and communication could have avoided the omnishambles. A day 
to forget on several fronts.

Final miles and smiles.
Happily, where day five failed, the race finale on day six succeeded. 
The race headed north out of town to the Three Blind Mice trail 
areas of the city. Back were the fun and challenging grippy, woody, 
rootsy and rocky trails in the shade of the trees. These were both 
challenging and massively fun climbs, traverses and descents. In the 
pairs ranking we were sitting comfortably in mid-table mediocrity, so 
were aiming to make the most of enjoying the day without busting 
any lungs or legs for a final position. We did go a bit nuts on the final 
descent though. To finish off a great day’s riding there was beer and 
a barbeque at the finish line; I believe there is a rule in Canada that 
drinking before noon is permissible if done on a race finish line.

Take note, veggies…
T

he sm
ile says it all.
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Next year Singletrack 6 will be in the Kootenay Rockies, 
not far West of Banff. The riding this year in the Okanagan 
Valley was great but the reputation of towns like Fernie, Golden 
and Cranbrook promise even better in 2016. Certainly, Aaron 
McConnell, director of TransRockies, seems keen to build on 
the successes and learn from the failures of the first two races to 
improve things for the future from the amount of travel between 
stages, the on-course marshalling and the volume of beer available 
on the finish line. If you want to someone else to do the hard work 
and pick some of the best riding in the west Rockies, you can’t go 
too wrong entering Singletrack 6 in 2016. 

Logistics/Entry
Entry is now open for the 2016 event at www.singletrack6.com. 
The fee is CAD$1,099 –1,499 (approx. £660 – 900) depending on 
when you enter. 

Meals:
The meal plan includes breakfast and dinner is an optional extra. 
Thanks to Leisure Lakes and A Quick Release Coaching.

Now these are proper smiles.

‘Marshals’ may be a loose term.


